
HSF10B
7.88" x 16.5" x 14.5" (H x W x D)

In-room hotel safe in black with digital keypad lock

Highlights:

Over 1 cu.ft. of storage space inside the 7 5/8" H x 16 1/4"
W x 14 3/8" D interior to hold a variety of items, including
select laptop sizes

Easy to use instructions allow guests to set their own 4-
digit code

Perfectly sized and featured for hotel room use

Product Features:

In-Room Safe 1.03 cu.ft. safe with digital keypad lock for secure guest storage of valuables

User-set code Guests set their own 4-digit code to lock and open

Master code override 6-digit code set by management to unlock safe in the event of a forgotten or lost user-set
code

Master key override Key included for property managers to store and use in case of battery outage or lost code

Error protection If the wrong code is entered 3 times, an alarm rings and the safe will be locked for 15 minutes
to prevent unauthorized access

Intuitive use Instructions are located on the exterior in English, French, Spanish, and Chinese to ensure
guest convenience

Accommodates laptops Interior is 7 5/8" H x 16 1/4" W x 14 3/8" D to hold a variety of items, including 16 in. laptops

Interior carpet Removable pad included to ensure laptops and other valuables are stored safely

Low battery alert Visual indicator on the controls with a low battery warning
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HSF10B Specifications:

Overview

Height of Cabinet 7.88" (20 cm)

Width 16.5" (42 cm)

Depth 14.5" (37 cm)

Depth with door at 90° 27.5" (70 cm)

Capacity 1.03 cu.ft. (29 L)

Door Black

Cabinet Black

Other Energy Info Battery-powered

Weight 20.0 lbs. (9 kg)

Shipping Weight 26.0 lbs. (12 kg)

Parts & Labor Warranty 1 Year

UPC 761101104171
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